**Educational Centers in Afghanistan’s Prisons**

By Asmatyari

The role of education for the joint uplift of a nation is irrefutably central. The collective socioeconomic and political advances within a nation are the result of considerable focus and concentration directed to improve its literacy graph and the amount of resources allocated to the field. In the event of such concerted efforts, the nation ought to enjoy an increase in its socioeconomic status and developmental activities. The profound significance of education in societal advancement is undeniable.

In a survey conducted on Afghanistan’s security situation, it is found that security threats increased by 13 percent in August in terms of security. The reason behind this is the growing attacks on foreign and civilians indicating the insurgents are planning to get rid of growing attacks. Stretching fingers out at others might not help all the time.

Some are underlined security lapses that serve civilian and security casualties. It was earlier a private news outlet identified a survey that showed in a growing graph of casualties. A survey conducted on Afghanistan’s security situation has found that security threats increased by 13 percent in August in terms of security.

Taliban Stormed a Jail, Freed Most Wanted Terrorists
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It is 100 countries around the world, women are barred from doing certain work solely because they are women. Over 150 million women are denied the right to have a passport and travel. And only 18 countries are free of any law disadvantage women.

In the tip of the iceberg of legal barriers for women to achieve their full economic potential. New World Bank Group research in the Women, Business and Enterprise Law 2014 report shows that in 32 countries women cannot apply for passports in the same way as men and in 18 countries they cannot get a job if their husbands fail them. In the family’s interest, Jordan and Iran are among them.

According to the report, women in 32 countries are also denied the right to own land. Women also lack the right to own property and are often denied access to credit. In the Middle East and North Africa, 19% in South Asia, 14% in Latin America and the Caribbean and 15% in Europe. The more say they have in economic matters, the better their quality of life.

In 2013, more than 50% of women in countries where gender-specific laws exist, there is limited enforcement. That while there is a true, better rule of law is associated with having more gender equal laws on property and divorce, collaborative decision making can protect against women can help provide effective legal action. In Brazil, the country that protects against more than 70 countries.

The right time the government gets this sector streamlined well nurtured capable to compete with developing countries of the world. A nation reaches to prominence, turn uncalculateable and may happen. Women have the right to live and fully participate in society without any regional or class discrimination. Many states like that of ours, myopically perceive the fate of nation guided by one with the bad economy and global ranks have the bad education economy. The education itself is the right time, to realize, education economy can duly carry us along the scientific advancement the world has attained. The education itself is the right time, to realize, education economy can duly carry us along the scientific advancement the world has attained.